
For the Board Meeting of:  7/21/2022   

Executive Summary 

June went as expected from a claims perspective. Cat losses from May continued to be 

booked into June. Some of the late booking was just getting the volume of claims into 

Cognition+ while others were simply delays in reporting from policyholders. I provided the 

board with an email and Steve’s report will have some further analysis. At the time of 

writing this report, the financial results have not been completed, however due to 

reinsurance recoveries, claims on a net basis will improve underwriting results. On a 

growth standpoint, we lost a little of May’s momentum and dropped back down below 

5%. On a positive note, auto’s negative growth is down to 0.4%, which is the lowest since 

the last couple of months of 2020. 

Our projects and activities are in pretty good shape for 2022. The website will be out 

shortly and the directors’ portal will be ready for the September board meeting. The 

major Pearson acquisition actions are complete and we are into the details of running a 

new and larger agent pool with two offices. Claims conversion is done but the 

accounting module has been pushed off by Cognition+ to 2023. Donna continues 

progress on IFRS-17 and Bryce’s department is in test with the new inspection system. 

Emerging or Future Issues 

At our conference, we had a couple topics on the current job environment. In real estate, 

it’s been a sellers’ market. In employment, it’s an employees’ market. It’s estimated, in 

the USA, there are over 2 million more jobs than there are people looking for work. My 

assumption is the Canadian job market is the same proportionately to the population. 

We have seen this when we advertised for a senior accounting position and our last 

administrative (entry-level) position. Previously, we would close off any admin job 

advertisements after 10 days because there would be forty plus applications. Our last 

opening attracted only seven new applicants. We are in the unfortunate position of 

having to find a VP of Finance in this market. Whom we will find and what remuneration 

will be demanded for qualified people will be challenging. 

Continuing inflationary pressures and a possible recession in 2023 will also challenge us 

over the next 18 months. According to a speaker at NAMIC on economics, raising interest 

rates by countries’ central banks have led to recessionary times. Typically, the central 

bank will raise rates to combat inflation but over-shoot and cause the economy to stall 

and fall into a recession. This has an effect on insurance results such as higher claims costs 

and possibly more claims as people don’t have the money to make the proper repairs 

and maintenance to their properties. 

 



Management Team 

We met to review board meeting reports last month and discussed how we can improve 

our part of the board meeting process. It was suggested that we approach the board 

with some new ideas. Not to throw out everything we are doing but to make some small 

changes that would reduce duplication and increase the value of the presentation we 

make as a management team to the directors. I brought those thoughts to the board. It 

was suggested we beef up our quarterly written reports (such as YTD reporting) and dive 

deeper into a topic or two for the in-person portion of the management’s presentation. 

We are going to try this new approach for the July meeting. 

I have had some one on one meetings with managers and they will continue over the 

next couple of weeks as holiday schedules align. No issues have come up. 

 

Other 

I have nothing to comment on under this category. 

 

Stats 

The stats report is on the next page. Policies and premiums are slightly below budget 

(policies by 300 and premiums by $250,000). 

The main difference is in the claims and that will not change by year end. Our budget 

for claims is $17.7 million and we are currently at $22 million. This will also affect the loss 

ratio on a gross basis for the remainder of the year. 

When considering rate changes in the future, the significant impact of the May storm 

will have to be considered. This is the largest claim incident by far anyone in the office 

has seen, even when considering the growth of the company. Was May 2022 a 1 in a 

100 year storm or a 1 in 10? 

  



 

HTM Overall Performance (Year-to-Date)   
By Class of Business compared to budgeted 
amounts    

  Auto Commercial Farm Residential Total 

Policy Count 5,588  1,815  2,817  10,233  20,453  

Budget 5,712  1,861  2,817  10,357  20,747  

Policy Count Growth (1.0%) (2.1%) (0.4%) 0.1%  (0.5%) 

Budget 0.5%  1.0%  0.5%  1.0%  0.6%  

Premium Written 4,295,080  2,494,876  4,393,789  6,588,034  17,771,779  

Budget 4,399,089  2,489,140  4,417,299  6,721,313  18,026,841  

Premium Written Growth (0.4%) 7.0%  5.7%  6.5%  4.6%  

Budget 3.0%  7.0%  9.0%  7.0%  6.9%  

Claims Incurred 2,695,642  3,428,048  5,454,384  10,522,678  22,100,752  

Budget 1,631,271  539,310  1,128,078  4,221,680  7,520,339  

Loss Ratio 66.3%  155.1%  120.9%  150.8%  124.4%  

Budget 53.4%  34.5%  67.8%  46.7%  55.0%  

  

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Our Mission 

“To Protect your future as if it’s our own.” 

 


